height. Assuming a linear relationship between thickness and absorption, as well as assuming a direct relationship between absorption and emission, the fluorescence signal, measured by NSOM, is expected to increase by the same percentage. The increase in fluorescence between the tallest feature and the background signal of 13 kcps is 13 kcps. Although this is not the total emission from the sample, since we have less than unity collection efficiency and we have placed a beam splitter in the path of the collected signal, as shown in Figure 1, we can compare the fluorescence percentage increase with the thickness percentage increase. Our observed fluorescence difference, as recorded in the NSOM image, is 100%. This compares well to the percentage increase in topography.

In contrast to the spin-cast film, the drop-cast film in Figure 4C exhibits an increased fluorescence yield that is not correlated to topography. Although the shear force image indicates undulating surface topography throughout the film, regions of higher topography do not necessarily correspond to regions of increased fluorescence. Brighter regions in the shear force image are indicative of thicker regions in the irregular drop-cast film. For a sufficiently thin film, such as our 20 nm film, thicker regions would be expected to yield more fluorescence in a given area. In this case, the regions with the most fluorescence are not correlated with the highest regions in the topography image. As appears to be the case for the 10 μm Alq3 film, variations in fluorescence may be due to local variations in the molecular packing of the Alq3 molecules in film. In addition to the variation in fluorescence and topography, drop-cast films exhibited rms surface roughness of approximately 5 nm, the largest surface topography variation among the three deposition methods.

We have examined a variety of Alq3 films (vacuum-deposited, drop-cast, and spin-cast) with confocal, near-field and shear force microscopy. NSOM allows direct probing of 10–100 nm features in Alq3 films unseen in previous experiments. We found the vacuum-deposited Alq3 film to be the most homogeneous film, both in terms of topography and fluorescence. In contrast, the drop-cast film had both the most varied surface topography and fluorescence, while the spin-cast film had large topographical features that directly correlated to increased local fluorescence efficiency.

**Experimental**

Glass coverslips (Fisher) were used as sample substrates. The slides were rinsed in acetone and flamed before use. Alq3 powdered solids were used as received (Aldrich). Several samples were vacuum-deposited purified Alq3 (Thompson Group, USC) thin films. The solids were placed in a baffled tungsten evaporating boat (R. D. Mathis) and sublimed at low pressures (~10⁻⁷ torr). The samples were stored in air. For spin-cast films, a stock solution (3.0 × 10⁻⁴ M) of Alq3 in acetone was made. The glass substrate was fixed to the stage of a homemade spin coater as 10 μL aliquots of the solution were dropped onto the center of spinning glass (~3500 rpm). In addition, several Alq3 films were made by allowing a drop of the stock solution to dry on a glass slide (drop casting). For vacuum-deposited films, sample thickness was determined by a quartz crystal thickness monitor. Spin-cast and drop-cast film thicknesses were determined by profilometer (Sloan Dektak II).
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**Two-Dimensional Crosslinked Nanoparticle Networks**

By Shaowei Chen*

Fabrication of ordered arrays of nanoelectrodes and nanoclusters have recently attracted extensive research interest, due to the fundamental and technological significance associated with these nanoscale architectures.[1–8] One of their most striking characteristics is the so-called quantum effect that arises from the nanosized dimensions of the materials, demonstrated by various unique properties that are vastly different from those of single molecules or the bulk phase.[9–11] As their diverse application potentials are largely limited to the availability of methodologies for the fabrication of organized assemblies in a controllable fashion, a great deal of research effort has been focused on the development of different approaches.

Among the materials studied, monolayer-protected nanoclusters (MPCs)[12,13] emerged as a distinct member of the rapidly expanding family of advanced nanomaterials, which exhibit great stability in both solution and dry forms, in contrast to conventional colloidal particles. The development of new methods for the fabrication of their ordered ensembles might help pave the way towards their applications as the structural basis for electronic nanocircuits/ nanoscale architectures.**[1–8]**
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nanodevices, which are mainly ascribed to the sub-attofarad molecular capacitance associated with the dielectric protecting monolayer and the resulting single-electron charging characteristics.[14–16] There have been various approaches reported to immobilize MPCs onto substrate surfaces,[1–8,17–19] among which the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique is a well-established technique for generating compact, ordered monolayers on the air/water interface,[1–6] which can then be used to construct solid-supported monolayer or multilayer structures. In addition, crosslinking of the particles can be facilitated by bifunctional linkers, which leads to significant enhancement of the lateral mechanical stability of the particle assembly as well as manipulation of materials properties such as optical and electronic characteristics. For instance, recently, 2D organized thin films of 2-aminoethanethiol-modified CdS semiconductor nanoparticles have been fabricated on the air/water interface using the crosslinking reagent glutaraldehyde in the subphase, where the deposited films demonstrated enhanced n-type photosensitivities.[20] However, for transition-metal nanoparticles, amino-terminated MPCs tend to form 3D insoluble aggregates upon removal of solvents. Therefore, to obtain stable 2D metal nanoparticle networks, a different approach should be adopted. Here we demonstrate an efficient method by taking advantage of the LB technique along with dithiols as bifunctional linkers on the water surface.

Dithiols have been previously used as linkers to obtain 3D crosslinked gold particle aggregates by introducing the dithiol ligands into the particle protecting monolayers.[21] Upon removal of solvents, this assembling process occurs quickly, efficiently, and yet uncontrollably.[21] To use dithiols as the linkers to achieve a 2D crosslinked nanoparticle network, we brought the particles and the rigid dithiol linkers into contact on the air/water interface, where the crosslinking process was confined to the interfacial region and could be initiated at relatively high surface pressure, presumably due to ligand intercalation and surface place-exchange reactions.[22]

In a typical experiment, 25 μL of ca. 0.08 mM 1-hexanethiolate-protected gold (C6Au) nanoparticles dissolved in hexane were slowly cast dropwise onto the air/water interface by a microsyringe syringe, followed by the spreading of typically 50 μL of 2.4 mM 4,4′-thiobisbenzenethiol (TBBT, HS–C6H4–S–C6H4–SH) in CHCl3 (the molar ratio of C6:TBBT = 1). The surface pressure–area (π–A) isotherm exhibits quite a significant difference upon barrier compression. Figure 1 shows the isotherms for C6Au particles before (a) and after (b,c) the introduction of TBBT. Without TBBT on the air/water interface (Fig. 1a), the surface pressure of the C6Au particle monolayer starts to increase at ca. 200 cm2 exceeding an average particle area of 16.6 nm2, which is greater than the geometrical cross-sectional area of a single particle (~ 8.0 nm2), assuming the monolayer chains are fully extended; hence, the average MPC diameter is ca. 3.2 nm. For more details see the Experimental section. At A < 200 cm2 the gradual increase of surface pressure could be related to the formation of close-packed particle structures where monolayer–ligand intercalation would be possible at high surface pressure, akin to solid-state structure.[13] It should be noted that a collapse of the MPC monolayer did not appear to occur, and the isotherm was reproducible after repeated release–compression cycles.

Upon introduction of TBBT onto the interface, in the first compression (Fig. 1b), the surface pressure started to increase at a much larger surface area (260 cm2), and the rising slope of the isotherm appeared to be very close to that without TBBT (a). However, after the barrier was held in the “closed” position (80 cm2) for about 6 h, the isotherm generated from the subsequent compressions showed a strikingly different character (Fig. 1c): i) the surface pressure started to increase at an area even smaller than that in the absence of TBBT (Fig. 1a); ii) the gradient of the rising slope was much greater. (Note that 6 h is the time required to complete the crosslinking process and this time varied depending on the relative concentrations of the linker and the MPC molecules as well as surface pressure). More interestingly, on the water surface, macroscopic brown patches of particles (area on the order of 1 cm2) were visible even when the barrier was moved back to the “open” position (300 cm2). It should be mentioned that the particle patches appeared to be very stable for days. These observations strongly suggest the formation of a 2D crosslinked particle network. In a control experiment where no TBBT was added, no particle aggregates on the water surface could be visible when the barrier was moved to the “open” position even after the barrier was held in the “closed” position for 12 h, and the isotherms obtained thereafter were reproducible (Fig. 1a).
This crosslinking process is most likely to be initiated at high surface pressures where the monolayer structure is close to the so-called liquid-condense/solid phase. Interca-lation of TBBT into the protecting monolayers of neighboring particles becomes possible, akin to the case of nanoparticles in the solid state, where surface-exchange reactions\textsuperscript{[22]} can then occur, resulting in the crosslinking of neighboring particle molecules. As the particles used here were only partially fractionated, the crosslinking would most likely start with larger particles, which then helped sustain the network structures (see discussions below in the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study).

The above particle assemblies were then deposited onto a cleaned glass slide surface by the LB dipping/lifting technique at a surface pressure $p = 13 \text{ mN/m}$, with two layers on the slide surface. The slide was then transferred to a UV-vis spectrometer for optical measurements. It is well-known that the distinct color of nanosized gold particles arises from the so-called surface plasmon (SP) resonance of Au 5d electrons, which superimposes onto the exponential-decay Mie scattering profile.\textsuperscript{[23–25]} The energy of the SP band has been found to be sensitive to various factors, including particle size, shape, surrounding media, and inter-particle interactions.\textsuperscript{[23–25]} For alkanethiolate-protected gold nanoparticles smaller than 20 nm, the SP band was typically found at 520 nm.\textsuperscript{[13]} Figure 2 shows the optical spectra of the C$_6$Au particle solution and the deposited particle films, both of which were background-corrected and normalized to their respective absorbance at 300 nm. One can see that, for the particles in hexane solution, a weak and broad SP band can be found at 520 nm, as expected, whereas for the LB film, the SP band (550 nm) is much more intense and shows a significant red-shift (30 nm).\textsuperscript{[26]} This is consistent with the networking of the particle molecules, where the red-shift of the SP energy is attributed to the electronic coupling interactions between neighboring particles,\textsuperscript{[27,28]} akin to the case where gold colloidal particles were brought close to each other by complementary oligonucleotide chains.\textsuperscript{[28]}

The particle network structure was then studied by TEM. To demonstrate the stability of the particle patches, here a rather “low-tech” procedure was adopted where the sample was prepared by tweezers holding a Formvar-coated copper grid and the deposition of particles was effected by lifting the grid from underneath the particle patch. It should be noted that this was performed when the barrier was in the “open” position. From the TEM micrograph (Fig. 3), one can see that close-packed particle structure was achieved, though not all particles appeared to be

![Fig. 2. Optical spectra of C$_6$Au particles in hexane solution and deposited onto a glass slide by the LB method (two layers on both sides). The spectra were background-corrected and normalized to their respective absorbance at 300 nm.](image)

![Fig. 3. Transmission electron micrograph of the gold particle patches obtained in Figure 1c. Scale bar 33 nm.](image)
Similar networking structures were also obtained with gold particles where multiple copies of dithiols were exchanged into the protecting monolayers prior to LB compression, as well as with other metal particles such as alkanethiolate-protected palladium particles.[9] By using the air/water interface as the substrate, networking structures of metal as well as semiconductor nanoparticles can, in principle, be constructed by the above approach with appropriate bifunctional linkers. With monodisperse particles, it is likely that a macroscopic superlattice network can be fabricated, where the particle distribution can be manipulated by, for instance, the linker chain length. The resulting assemblies can then easily be deposited onto solid substrate surfaces and serve as the structural basis for the construction of more complicated nanocomposite structures, on which further investigations can be carried out, for instance, anisotropic electron-transfer (hopping) kinetics, optoelectronic properties, and nanoparticle-based lithography.[10]

To conclude, 2D crosslinked nanoparticle networks were fabricated by the Langmuir–Blodgett technique where the bridging of neighboring particles was effected by rigid dithiol linkers, resulting in macroscopic patches of particles visible on the air/water interface even at low surface pressure. TEM measurements revealed close-packed particle assemblies, consistent with the red-shift observed in the optical spectroscopy measurements.

**Experimental**

1-Hexanethiolate-protected gold (C6Au) nanoparticles were synthesized in a biphase system, as reported previously [12,13]. The particles were then partially fractionated using a mixture of toluene and ethanol [31], with the surface-pressure sensor and nanopure water (supplied by a Barnstead Nanopure 18 MΩcm deionizer) as the subphases. A solution (0.08 mM) of the fractionated particles was prepared in hexane while TBBT was dissolved in toluene and ethanol [31], with the mixture cast dropwise onto the water surface using a Hamilton microsyringe. At least 20 min was allowed for evaporation prior to iso-therm measurement and between compressions. Two particle layers were fabricated by the Langmuir–Blodgett technique where the surface-plasmon band positions were determined by the second-order derivatives of the spectra. The TEM study was carried out with a Hitachi H7100 microscope (75 keV). Typically phase-contrast micro-images were captured at 300 K to 400 K magnification.
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**Trapping Light in Polymer Photodiodes with Soft Embossed Gratings**

By Lucimara Stolz, Roman,* Olle Ingnäs,* Thomas Granlund, Tobias Nyberg, Mattias Svensson, Mats R. Andersson, and Jan C. Hummelen

Conjugated polymers are an attractive choice for use in electronic devices. Polymeric transistors,[1] light-emitting devices,[2] and optical waveguides,[3] are a few examples of successful applications. To this end, we have developed a novel method for the fabrication of highly patterned polymer films, relying on the use of embossed grating structures to concentrate light within the film.[4] In the following, we will demonstrate how this method can be used to fabricate novel photodetectors based on conjugated polymers. The photodetectors were fabricated by spin-coating a thin film of a conjugated polymer onto an embossed grating structure. The polymer film was then exposed to light, and the electrical response was measured. The results show that the photodetectors exhibit a high sensitivity to light, with the sensitivity increasing with the number of embossed grating cycles.
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